
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PhenomEnt Announces The Release Of “Just Over Broke” By The
Phenoms

The Phenoms drop a raw and compelling 12 track album “Just Over Broke” that is now
streaming on all major platforms including Spotify, Apple Music and Amazon.

LOS ANGELES, California - (April 11, 2023) - PhenomEnt today announces the
release of “Just Over Broke” , the 12-track album by The Phenoms, which is
now available on all major platforms, including Spotify, Apple Music and
Amazon.

Produced and recorded by the talented Anthony Vines (HEF), Just Over Broke
is a unique blend of raw talent and compelling lyrics that promises to take
listeners on a journey of real messages and hard-hitting flows. It’s an
experimental body of work that will reach and touch the depth of your souls
and take you on a journey through different emotions and messages.

The Phenoms understand the struggles of the everyday worker and have
crafted an album that speaks directly to them. From the first track to the last,



Just Over Broke is an anthem for anyone stuck in the rat race. It’s a true work
of musical art, showcasing The Phenoms undeniable talent and ability to
relate to their audience.

“We’re thrilled to share Just Over Broke with the world” says Anthony Vines.
“As the producer and a member of the group, I can attest that we’ve poured
our hearts and souls into this album and can’t wait for listeners to hear what
we’ve created.”

In addition to all major platforms, music fans can also find The Phenoms
latest release on the new Cards Cash Rewards platform for discovery,
marketing and monetization of emerging music artists. This platform is
dedicated to promoting talented up-and-coming artists, and The Phenoms
are a featured artist in their mission to create the ultimate experience for
music fans around the world.

“Cards Cash Rewards is proud to partner with The Phenoms and help them
bring their music to a wider audience” says Jeffery Lakes, founder of Cards
Cash Rewards. “Their unique blend of hip-hop is exactly the kind of music
that we’re excited to support and promote on our platform.”

Follow Cards Cash Rewards on Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube
@CardsCashRewards for real-time updates on The Phenoms and their latest
album release.

For media inquiries and sponsorship opportunities, contact Jeffery Lakes at +1
323 251 2358 USA.

About Cards Cash Rewards LLC

Cards Cash Rewards LLC is an e-commerce enterprise that develops gift cards
into marketing solutions for retailers, brands, and startups. Based in Los
Angeles, CA, Cards Cash Rewards also develops discovery, marketing and
monetization solutions for emerging music artists and specializes in
transforming gift cards into dynamic digital collectibles.


